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1. INTRODUCTION

The CMS experiment has three distinct sub-detectors that measure the trajectories of
particles: the inner tracker, the barrel muon system and the forward muon system. These
sub-detectors are in turn made up of basic elements that measure the points on the particle
trajectory with a precision that varies from tens to hundreds of microns depending on the
position of the basic element in the experiment.

The final beam elements, the so-called micro-p quadrupoles, need to be adjusted
precisely with respect to each other to achieve the optimum luminosity. At present it is
planned to do this using stretched wires passing through the central tracker. The three sub-
detectors have their own monitoring systems and these, together with the beam position,
obtained from the quadrupoles, are tied together with a “link system”.

It should be pointed out that all the systems described are monitoring rather than
alignment systems. There are no active elements to correct eventual misalignments in the
system.

It is convenient to describe the position of points within the experiment in terms of
cylindrical co-ordinates. The beam line, the experiment’s axis of symmetry, is the z axis. The
radial distance of a point from this axis is denoted by r and its azimuthal angle by cp.

Although for completeness we describe the entire system, we wish to emphasise that
we have only worked actively on the monitoring system of the inner tracker; this explains
the detail we devote to this topic. The LHC and its associated experiments are planned for
the year 2004 (at the earliest) and it is clear that the monitoring project will evolve during
this time. At best this account should be regarded as a snapshot of present thinking about
the monitoring system.

2. THE CMS EXPERIMENT

The CMS (Compact Muon Solenoid) experiment [1] is a general purpose apparatus
intended to run at the highest luminosity of the LHC. It has been optimised to search of the
Standard Model Higgs boson over the mass range 80 GeV to 1 TeV but is also capable of
detecting a wide range of signatures from alternative electro-weak symmetry breaking
mechanisms and of studying beauty, top and tau physics at lower luminosities. The detector
is designed to identify and measure muons, photons and electrons with high precision.

The core of. the detector (including the inner tracker) is situated in a 4 Tesla
magnetic field generated by a superconducting solenoid. This leads to a compact design of
the muon spectrometer without compromising the momentum resolution. The longitudinal
view of the detector shown in Fig. 1 illustrates the main components and dimensions of the
device.
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Figure 1. A longitudinal view of the CMS detector.

After passing through the thin walled beam pipe, particles produced during
interactions encounter the most central detector of the experiment, the tracker. This
measures the trajectories of these outgoing particles by means of a combination of Silicon
and Micro-strip gas chambers (MSGCs). Surrounding this there is the electromagnetic
calorimeter consisting of some 110000 PbWO, crystals. The object of this detector is to look
for, and measure, “electromagnetic showers” that are typically produced by very high
energy gamma rays. Further out, but still contained within the 4 Tesla solenoid, is the
hadronic calorimeter to measure and identify hadrons. After the magnet there is a vast
detector system devoted to identifying and measuring the momenta of muons, highly
penetrating particles that are the by-products of many of the interesting interactions
produced in the LHC collisions.

3. MONITORING OF THE MUON SYSTEM

The muon detector is placed behind the calorimeters and the coil. It consists of four
muon stations interleaved with the iron return yoke plates. The magnetic flux in the iron
provides the possibility of an independent momentum measurement, and the number of
muon stations ensures the reliability of the system. The muon detector has three basic
functions: muon identification, trigger, and momentum measurement. The high field
solenoid magnet and its iron flux return, which also serves as the absorber for muon
identification, ensure the performance of these tasks.

The barrel muon system

The monitoring system for the barrel muon system is described in detail in [2]. In
this system 240 drift tube chambers are arranged in four concentric stations, MS1 to MS4
(see Fig. 1). The full detector is divided into five wheels of twelve 30° sectors each containing
four measuring stations. The angular arrangement of the drift tube modules is such that a
muon always crosses at least one of the stations MS1 and MS2. MS3 and MS4 are arranged
such that any through-going high energy muon crosses at least three stations. The drift tube
elements have a resolution of the order of 100 urn. It should be noted that, in the
longitudinal direction, there are gaps between the muon stations. This fact is exploited in
the monitoring system.

The basic principle of the monitoring system is shown in Fig. 2. The drift chamber
modules are equipped with reference light sources at calibrated positions with respect to the
internal, particle detecting, elements. These reference sources are observed by a series of
CCD cameras fixed at accurate positions relative to a very stable reference frame (the
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Module for Aligning the Barrel or MAB). The MABs are situated at the radial junction of
two sectors and hence link the chambers on either side of this junction. There are four planes
of MABs, one at each and of the barrel detector and one on either side of the central wheel.
In addition to linking chambers in the angular sense the central MABs provide a link
between adjacent chambers in z by having sets of cameras looking in both directions.
Another refinement is that the cameras can see light sources placed at the end of the
chambers. Thus, if the geometry of each MAB is well known, the set of twelve MABs in a
plane can provide monitoring for two complete wheels.

The system as described above, with the basic arrangement shown in Fig 2. monitors
the internal geometry of three blocks, the two outer wheels and the block consisting of the
three central wheels.

Alignment fiducial
mark (Light source)
(MS reference point)

Figure 2. The module for aligning the barrel (MAB).

Clearly, a subsidiary system is need to tie these three blocks together and to provide
some extra redundancy to the system. This extra constraint is provided by the so-called
“three-way splitter”. This optical device has as input a single laser beam and as output three
mutually perpendicular laser beams. These devices are mounted on the inside and outside of
the two central MABs. The outgoing light beams strike quadrant photo-diodes. One of
these is located on the MAB holding the three-way splitter and the others are on the end
MABs. Assuming that the positions of these quadrant photo-diodes and the three-way
splitter are all well known in their respective co-ordinate systems, the relative positions of
all the elements in the Barrel Muon System can be found.

The forward muon system

As in the barrel there are four layers of forward muon detectors (labelled MF1 to
MF4 in Fig. 1). Again these detectors are embedded within the iron of the flux-return iron of
the magnet. Cathode strip chambers (CSCs) are used to measure the y,‘p positions of the
thorough-going particles. The basic detection unit consists of a self supporting structure
based on a flat panel made of a sandwich of a thick honeycomb panel between two thin
skins of copper-clad printed circuit boards. Cathode strips are etched on one side of the
sandwiched panel. Six anode planes consisting of 30 urn diameter gold plated wires spaced
by about 2.5 mm are placed between each pair of sandwiched honeycomb panels. Signals
from the anode wires are used to measure the radial co-ordinate and radial strips provide
the angular co-ordinates. There are a total of 648 CSCs in the end-cap muon system,
covering a total of 1328 m*.

Significant z movement (about 5 mm) of the iron-based end-cap is expected when
the magnet is energised. Furthermore, thermal effects could alter the chamber positions. The
Y, cp movement will be much less. The CSCs have attached fiducial marks that are located to
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within an accuracy of 25 urn with respect to the chambers The monitoring system [3] is
designed to measure movements of the order of ±0.5 mm for (r,cp) and Y and ±1 cm for z.

Local z movements in the end-cap station are monitored with three laser beacons
and linear optical position sensors on the chambers ( see Fig. 3).

Figure 3. End cap alignment system.

Distances in z, between the muon stations and the outer linking points are measured
by mechanical gauging and proximity sensors. This allows the z positions to be known in the
global co-ordinate system. Six cp planes are coupled to local radial wire alignment lines
(cp reference) between the inner and outer linking points. Each 60° cp group of six chambers is
linked, on each edge, to the wires by inductive cp strip readout.

Each chamber in the 60° group may be inter-linked in cp with inductive strip
measurements at the radial ends of each edge of the chambers using two short, pulsed wires.
Alignment linking in the r co-ordinate is achieved by distance measurements of the edge
chambers to the outer forward alignment points. Local r measurements can be done with
circumferential wires between the 60° edge chambers and inductive strip readouts on the
intermediate chambers. The rings can be linked with radial proximity sensing at the 60°
lines.

Recently, studies have been carried out to assess the feasibility of using transparent
silicon photo-detectors to find the positions of the various elements with respect to a
through-going laser beam.

4. MONITORING SYSTEM OF THE INNER TRACKER

Overview

The Central Tracker has a diameter of 2.6 m and a length of 6 m. It measures the
momentum of charged tracks by measuring the radius of curvature of their helical
trajectories in the strong magnetic field of the experiment. For particles with very high
transverse momentum (i.e. the component of momentum perpendicular to the field
direction) this is equivalent of measuring the sagitta of the particle’s path. By pointing back
to the interaction point it also provides information on the precise nature of the interaction
(e.g. whether there are short-lived particles produced during the interaction). The co-
ordinates in (r,cp)  are measured using high precision detectors and it is clear that, in order to
have a sagitta measurement which is precise as possible, the detector elements should be
very fine grained and positioned with an accuracy at least equivalent to the detector grain.

The device consists of three types of detectors. In increasing distance from the
interaction point: pixel detectors, silicon micro-strip detectors and micro-strip gas chambers
(MSGCs). The pixels in the first set of detectors have typical dimensions of 0.125 by 0.125
mm*. They give information about the nature of the vertex and help in track finding since
they provide z as well as r and (r,cp) co-ordinates of the track. The silicon micro-strip
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detectors have strips running parallel to the beam axis with a spacing of 50 pm. Intrinsically
they cannot measure the z co-ordinate of the track, however, some of the detectors are tilted
so as to give this information. The outermost detectors, the MSGCs, work on an entirely
different principle but are geometrically similar to the silicon detectors (i.e. they essentially
measure the r and (r,cp)  co-ordinates of the track). In this case the strip pitch is 200 pm.

To reduce perturbing the particles passing through the apparatus it is essential that
it should contain the minimum of material. For this reason, and to economise on the number
of electronics channels, one attempts to keep the detectors as normal as possible to the
particle direction. This results in dividing the detector into a ‘barrel’ region (where the strips
are parallel to the beam direction) and a ‘forward’ region where the strips are radial.

Since the device is so precise the detectors have to be supported on strong, highly
stable, structures. At the present moment it is envisaged to make these structures from
carbon fibre composite material, Several designs for supporting the detectors have been
envisaged, however, there are good reasons to suppose that the final device will consist of
three coaxial cylindrical structures as shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4. Layout of detectors in the inner tracker.

In the present design the barrel pixel device will consist of two concentric cylinders
some 640 mm long having radii of 77, and 177 mm centred on the interaction point. Six
identical end-cap pixel disks are located at ±390 mm, ±540 mm and ±690 mm with an active
circular corona from 75 to 150 mm. The forward silicon and MSGC detectors are mounted
on disks (either single or grouped. We have decided to extend this concept into the barrel
region. Twenty five centimetre long silicon and MSGC detectors are precisely mounted in
‘wheels’ The wheel structure was chosen since it calculations have shown that, within a
wheel, deformations are below the measurement error. The monitoring system thus has to
keep track of movements of the wheels as rigid bodies. In this description it is assumed that
only the silicon detector and MSGC support wheels need to be monitored. In the present
scheme it is assumed that the pixel detectors are fixed to the silicon detectors and thus do
not need to be independently monitored. If this can not be done then the monitoring system
will have to be extended to include the pixel detectors. Although this will increase the
complexity of the system it does not change the basic philosophy discussed here.

Assuming that the wheel is a solid, undeformable, object six numbers are thus
required to know its position in space. The position in z is not required with the same
accuracy as the other 5 degrees of freedom and can probably be independently measured.
The required performance of the monitoring system can be expressed in terms of the
precision with which points need to be measured. These precisions are summarised in Table
1 below.
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Pixel detectors Silicon micro-strip Micro-strip gas
detectors chambers

X : Horizontal 15 pm 15pm 40pm

Y : Vertical 15 pm 15 pm 40 pm

Table 1. Required precisions in the monitoring of the inner tracker

The heart of the system is a CCD camera. A number of these cameras observe light
sources mounted on the wheels. The position of the images of these sources on the CCD
cameras allows one to reconstruct straight lines in space. By using the known angular
separation between these lines and certain reference lines the positions of the wheels in
space can be calculated. The idealised system is shown in Fig. 5.

+*+ Optical Alignment Path I Camera Unit
0 Light Source

Figure 5. Schematic view of the central tracker alignment system

Figure 5 shows the wheels equipped with light sources. In the present design each
wheel has two sets of six (or eight) light sources separated by about 200 mm in z. The CCD
cameras are mounted on two end rings as shown. A line of light sources at a given cp
position is observed by a camera from each and of the tracker. Thus, to monitor all the wheel
displacements in the tracker, 24 cameras will be needed (six lines of sight from the two
ends and this repeated for the silicon and MSGC systems). The 24 cameras themselves are
insufficient to monitor the system if their positions are not monitored. To achieve this the
system shown in Fig. 6 is used.
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Figure 6. The camera unit

Each camera that observes the wheels is itself part of a ‘camera unit’ consisting of
three other cameras and a number of reference light sources. The cameras and the light
sources are known with respect to each other in their own co-ordinate system; this is
achieved in an independent initial calibration step. Two of the cameras in the camera unit
look toward the neighbouring units on the same ring whilst the other looks inwards or
outwards as the case may be to the other ring. In addition it is foreseen that, as well as
observing all the light sources on the wheels along a given line of sight, the camera used for
monitoring the wheel positions also observes light sources on the corresponding camera
unit at the opposite end of the tracker.

Simulations have been started to test the overall precision of the system. Clearly this
depends on the precision with which the individual elements can be calibrated. The
precision of the CCD system appears to be sufficient and will be discussed below. The
individual CCD cameras have to be calibrated so that one can translate a measured point
into a line in space. The final step is to calibrate the whole camera unit to find the positions
of the five cameras plus the associated light sources. First estimates indicate that the system
will achieve the required precisions.

Components

CCD Cameras

Tests [4] have been carried out to evaluate the accuracy with which the CCD camera
can reconstruct the position in space of a light source. The test apparatus consisted of a
simple commercially available CCD camera and light source mounted on a precision optical
bench. The camera used was a Sony ICX-021-L inter-line transfer sensor with pixel size 11
p by 17 pm and 582 by 500 pixels in the array. The camera was connected to an IBM
compatible PC via a Digital Vision Cyclope 2-1 board. This digitises the video image in real
time using 256 levels of grey (8 bit) with a resolution of 512 by 512 pixels. In the digitisation
procedure the lines were retained but the analogue signal for a 500 pixel long line was
converted into 512 pseudo-pixels. External synchronisation was used.

In these tests lenses with focal lengths varying between 50 mm and 300 mm were
used. In each case an out of focus image was produced on the CCD sensor. This is not only
necessary from a practical point of view (objects will in practice be situated at a number of
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discrete distances from the camera) but in order to increase the reconstruction accuracy (for
example very small, in-focus, images could have dimensions less than those of the pixels).
The digitised image was treated using programs developed at CERN. The inferred space
position of the light source was compared to the actual position to give a measure of the
validity of the method.

To determine the position of the image on the CCD-sensor we have used what we
call the “modified centre-of-gravity” method; instead of using the pixel signal itself in the
computation of the centre of gravity an altered value is used. To modify the value the pixel
signal a constant value is first subtracted. The remaining pixel signal is then multiplied by a
factor equal or less than unity. If S represents the signal value then, in the first operation, a
quantity S, is subtracted giving a new signal

S’ = S-S,. if S 2 S, and

S’ = 0 if S< S,.

From S’ we can derive another quantity S” such that

if  S’-T 20 t h e n  S ”  =  S ’  a n d

In general S, is chosen to be greater than the mean value of the systematic noise and
thus much of the constant noise in the dark part of the image is reduced to zero. The effect of
applying the second mathematical operation above is to avoid a sharp transition between the
remaining noise and the real signal. Both operations clearly reduce the noise considerably.
The position of the image is then found by an ordinary centre-of-gravity calculation on the
remaining pixel values. These modifications have been shown to give considerable
improvements in accuracy compared with a straight-forward centre-of-gravity treatment.

The tests confirmed that r.m.s residuals equivalent to 0.5-1 % of a pixel size can
obtained. This corresponds to better than 1 urn precision in object space with 4 metre
distance between the 300 mm focal length lens and the light source.

Images taken using a simple circular aperture with a diameter of 0.3 mm gave
similar results. It is proposed to use simple apertures in the final apparatus. Apart from the
obvious cost factor, this choice makes the cameras simpler to fabricate and calibrate. It also
opens the possibility of using more that one aperture per CCD camera.

Light sources

In the tests reported above light emitting diode light sources were used. Although
the performance was entirely adequate, the finite size of these devices poses a problem.
Since our method depends on calculating the object position from its blurred image the
precision could be affected by dust particles on the surface of the source. The obvious
solution is to reduce the source size to below the required precision. We have carried out
tests in which a 9 urn diameter fibre is illuminated by a focused He-Ne laser. The light
intensity is sufficient to reconstruct the image position with good accuracy.

5. THE “LINK” SYSTEM

The purpose of the link system [5] is to relate the co-ordinate systems of the barrel
and end-cap muon systems to that of the tracker. The principle, illustrated in Fig. 8 is to
materialise six planes separated in cp by 60°. These planes are displaced slightly with respect
to the beam line to avoid the beam pipe and to allow a cross check between opposite planes.
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Figure 8. The “link” system.

Each plane of light is produced by a laser beam and a rotating penta-prism. The light
impinges on three reference points on the tracker that are part of its internal alignment so
that their cp co-ordinates are always known. The cp co-ordinate of each linking point is
determined by measuring its distance to the laser plane using linear array photo-diodes
placed perpendicularly to the plane of light. The radial, r, reference is defined with a line of
light looking at two points of known r in the tracker. The distance from linking point 1 in
Fig. 6 to the line of light determines its r co-ordinate. The Y co-ordinate of the other linking
points is known by mechanical assembly since they are precisely mounted on a carbon fibre
bar. The alignment of the z co-ordinate uses the same line of light as for the r reference but
rotated by 90° and sent along the r-axis. The z co-ordinates of the linking points along the
carbon fibre bar are known by measuring their distance to this line. This method gives the
relative z co-ordinates between the linking points. The absolute z values will be known by
mechanically measuring the distance of point 1 to the tracker.

Figure 8 shows light beams passing on the outside of the tracker. These six beams
serve to link the system on one side of the experiment with that on the other. As explained
earlier, there will be stretched lines running from one side of the experiment to the other in
order to align the micro-p quadrupoles. These lines will run at some 400 mm from the beam
line and will thus pass through longitudinal holes in the tracker in the space between the
silicon and MSGC volumes. It has been proposed to use these holes to pass the light beams
form the penta-prism, thus providing a further link between the muon systems, the central
tracker and the beam line.
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